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Abstract
Data permeates nearly all spheres of society, and journalism is no exception to this since
data has become a cornerstone of reality construction and perception. This contribution
sets out to historicize the datafication processes in digital journalism and the way in which
European institutions of media (self-)regulation have dealt with ethical issues regarding
the use of data in algorithmic journalism in three areas: accountability, transparency, and
privacy. The article shows that the process of datafication in journalism cannot be
observed and analyzed in isolation, given that there is a double reflexivity between data-
driven societal transformation processes and what happens in journalism. However,
almost all press councils in Europe have so far ignored data-driven phenomena like
algorithms or news automation. As a consequence, if self-regulators do not regulate,
other institutions will, with the risk of news organizations being forced to make decisions
on the grounds of regulatory frameworks that are not primarily intended for journalism.
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Introduction

In 1967, technology theorist LewisMumford coined the concept of the “megamachine” in
his book The Myth of the Machine: Technics and Human Development, situating it in
ancient Egypt civilization in relation to the construction of the great pyramids. According
to Mumford, these “megamachines” are very large groups of enslaved humans used as
“labor devices” and controlled by the power of god-like kings (1967). The cogs in this
labor-megamachine are not made of technology, but of human beings that were amassed
to carry out the ceaseless work on the pyramids. In his later work The Myth of the
Machine: The Pentagon of Power, Mumford adapted his concept of the “megamachine”
to the digital realm, stating that the Egyptian Sun-God has been replaced by a so called
“Omni Computer”, that is “the latest model I.B.M. computer, zealously programmed by
Dr. Strangelove and his associates” (1970, p. 273). There is no longer an army of
thousands of coerced human beings working together to build pyramids, but rather a
power-monopolizing “info-machine” ready to elaborate “quantitatively measured or
objectively observed” data. In his critical vision of digitalization, Mumford prophesized
our increasing dependency on machines, which would lead to “a total destruction of
autonomy”, in which human beings become zombie-like “button-pressers” to keep the
machines that improve our lives working. Trying to maintain the machines working,
humans themselves are reduced to a cog in the machine, becoming “both producer and
product of the new megamachine age” (1970, p. 275).

What Mumford described in the early 1970s is nowadays critically reflected by the
increasing datafication of digital journalism: the use of data, algorithms, and machine
learning, as well as the technological infrastructures they depend on, represent a new kind
of “info-machine” that defines to a large extent how news is gathered, produced, and
disseminated (Pavlik, 2013). Overall, as Lewis and Westlund (2015, p. 449) argued, “big
data embodies emerging ideas about, activities for, and norms connected with data sets,
algorithms, computational methods, and related processes and perspectives tied to
quantification as a key paradigm of information work.”Data becomes a main ingredient in
the way journalism can be optimized, evaluated, curated, or made more efficient. The
sociologist Jason Sadowski (2019) argues in this regard: “The supposed universality of
data reframes everything as falling under the domain of data capitalism. All spaces must
be subjected to datafication.”Datafication is therefore the foundational layer on which the
current transformation of journalism is built.

The concept of datafication was introduced by Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier in their
2013 book Big Data: A Revolution That Will Transform How We Live, Work, and Think.
The two authors describe datafication as the collection, quantification, and analysis of
large quantities of information, turning it into a scalable resource both for knowledge
production and the generation of economic value. The data deluge that comes with
digitalization entails a growing collection and processing of data that has since “become
pervasive and unprecedented in scope and scale, and increasingly automated” (Flensburg
and Lomborg, 2021: p. 2).

In journalism, data has a more troubled history, given the long-established skepticism
of journalists regarding (technological) change. Ryfe (2012) demonstrated how initial
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plans to establish initial digital strategies were met with open resistance. Eventually,
digitalization allowed for a computational turn (Coddington, 2015), and boosted a
quantitatively oriented journalism (Splendore, 2016). At the same time, data started to
influence newsrooms in the form of metrics, affecting in turn the use and allocation of
resources, production workflows, the selection and the placement of topics, as well as the
format and the style of news (Christin, 2020; Fürst, 2020). With the rise of artificial
intelligence, machine learning and algorithms (Kotenidis and Veglis, 2021), the use of
data became even more pervasive in journalism as news organizations started to automate
news production and distribution, trying to make news work more efficient (Beckett,
2019).

The digitalization of journalism bears specific ethical issues. However, institutions of
self-regulation such as press councils tend to slowly adapt to data-driven transformations
in journalism: phenomena like personal data, algorithms, or artificial intelligence largely
remain “uncharted territory” (Porlezza and Eberwein, 2022). The goal of this article is
thus to historicize the datafication processes of digital journalism in Europe, particularly
regard the pervasive use of algorithms in newsrooms, and to analyze the way in which
European institutions of media (self-) regulation deal with the ethical issues the emerge
with algorithmic journalism in three areas: accountability, transparency, and privacy. The
article has thus two aims: first, the contribution wants to critically evaluate the significance
of datafication in journalism from a historic perspective. Secondly, the article wants to
critically discuss the ethical implications of algorithmic journalism and how media self-
regulators react to it through codified values and norms. Drawing on a historical approach,
the article tries therefore to answer the following two research questions:

RQ1: To what extent has datafication become a corner stone of journalistic practice
and knowledge production, in particular since algorithms have entered the
newsrooms?

RQ2: To what extent are institutions of self-regulation regulating the use of data in
algorithmic journalism in terms of transparency, accountability, and privacy?

The article proceeds in four sections: first, the paper offers a historic perspective of the
datafication of media and society, after that it turns to the impact of data on journalism.
Then, the article analyzes the current situation regarding journalism’s use of algorithms
and automation. In the last section, the article offers a qualitative analysis of how self-
regulators in Europe tackle (or not) ethical concerns related to the use of data in terms of
accountability, transparency, and privacy, before offering some concluding remarks.

The datafication of media and society

Although datafication was introduced into the academic discourse byMayer-Schönberger
and Cukier (2013), the concept is all but new: it has a long history when it comes to
population management and bureaucracy in states and organizations (Porter, 1995).
Today we relate datafication mostly to digital technology and big data. Datafication has
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always been assisted by media technologies, although, in the earlier days, media were
analogue and supported by writing, printing, archiving and indexing (Mayer-Schönberger
and Cukier, 2013). In this regard, datafication precedes digitalization (Flensburg and
Lomborg, 2021: p. 2). Still, since the end of the 1980s, digital infrastructures and the
digitalization through the Web have massively increased the generation, processing, and
analysis of data, both of private companies and public institutions (Andrejevic, 2014).
(Kitchin 2014: p. 80) showed that the rapid growth of data in society is due to the si-
multaneous development of different technologies, infrastructures, techniques and pro-
cesses, but also their implementation and embedding in social practices, spaces, and
businesses:

“This new knowledge infrastructure includes the widespread roll-out of a diverse set of
information and communication technologies, especially fixed and mobile Internet; the
embedding of software into all kinds of objects, machines and systems, transforming them
from ‘dumb’ to ‘smart’ as well as the creation of purely digital devices and systems; the
development of ubiquitous computing and the ability to access networks and computation in
many environments and on the move; advances in database design and systems of infor-
mation management; distributed and forever storage of data at affordable costs; and new
forms of data analytics designed to cope with data abundance as opposed to data scarcity.”

The pervasiveness of personal and data-producing technologies such as mobile phones
contributes to the creation of data-driven societies. This mobile ecosystem (Pybus and
Coté, 2021), combined with the fact that data permeate nearly all spheres of society
(Koenen et al., 2021), ensures that all of us contribute to a tight assemblage of data-driven
practices that range from platforms controlling the users’ data flow to feed their business
models, to the creation of forms of surveillance capitalism (Lyon, 2019; van Dijck et al.,
2019). Since the late 2000s, digital intermediaries like social media platforms have
boosted data collection through automation, inducing a “significant shift in governance, in
which big data analysis is used to predict, preempt, explain and respond to a range of
social issues” (Dencik, 2019, p. x). These Silicon Valley corporations have specialized in
a form of “extractivism” through the appropriation of data about our lives (Couldry and
Mejias, 2020). Data has thus become a determining element in almost all spheres of our
lives, and together with the use of algorithms they enable new cultural and social forms
(Uricchio, 2017: p. 126).

Early research on datafication offered a general critique of the increasing dataism and
blind belief in the power of big data (boyd&Crawford, 2012; Van Dijck, 2014). However,
as (Couldry 2004: p. 117) suggested, data and algorithms and their effects on specific
practices need to be “decentered”. We therefore need to put the datafication of journalism
in a larger context of societal transformations and not observe it in isolation. First, because
technology is not a transformational force in itself, but gets implemented grounded on
existing value systems that have cultural, social and economic roots (Örnebring, 2010:
p. 68). Anderson (2015) also notes that the “technological, social, and cultural influences,
and the genealogy of journalistic evidence helps us situate the trend of datafication in
journalism into these historical contingencies.” Secondly, because there are mutual
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dependencies when it comes to journalism’s relation with data: while the overall data-
fication of society contributed to making more data sources available to journalism, the
wide use of algorithms in society has also become a topic of interest for journalism.
Datafication thus entails a reflexivity between the ongoing datafication of society, and the
datafication of the journalistic field itself: the “algorithmic turn” (Napoli, 2014) in
journalism, which involves a growing use of data, algorithms, and machine learning in
news work in order to analyze the datafication of society, relies

“on the same means – data and algorithms – that distinguish the datafied society itself. This
entails a reflexivity between the instruments that characterize a datafied society, and their
implementation in journalism in order to observe them.” (Porlezza, 2018, p. 369)

Loosen (2018, p. 17) supports this perspective, asserting that “datafication goes far
beyond journalism: it affects the very nature of society’s communicative foundations.”
The impact of the increased use of data practices in journalism - in particular by observing
the widespread use of data in society - extends beyond its boundaries and contributes
therefore to the datafication of the public sphere itself, with specific ethical challenges for
audiences e.g. in terms of privacy, discrimination, and (economic) exploitation.

The datafication of journalism

Datafication has consequences for journalism, although in distinctive ways at different
times. In the 17th century, periodicals that offered news from distance cities were data-rich
because they carried information about business details (Klein, 2015). Towards the end of
the 18th century, newspapers such as the Wall Street Journal started to use statistical data
and tables to report about wars, mortality rates, or public affairs (Usher, 2016). Similarly,
sports journalism in the U.S. evolved to a more data-centered practice, as journalists in the
late 19th century started to record data of baseball games, to analyze them statistically and
to present them in box scores (Schwarz, 2004).

After an initial fascination for data, Anderson, 2018 showed that journalists in the U.S.
lost their close relation with data during the “Progressive Era” in the early 20th century, for
they distanced themselves from social sciences and sociologists after the 1920s in an
attempt of boundary work. This approach was also reflected by the opposition of
journalists towards sociology’s focus on “social structures and depersonalized contextual
information, preferring to retain their individualistic focus on powerful personalities and
important events” (Anderson, 2020).

Until the 1950s, data and data-driven infrastructures play a subordinate role. But in
1952 a Remington Rand UNIVAC computer was used to predict the victory of Dwight
D. Eisenhower in the U.S. presidential election - launching therefore the era of computer-
assisted-reporting (CAR), which is often seen as the moment of birth of data journalism.
But only in combination with Phil Meyer’s understanding of a more social scientific and
research methods-oriented “precision journalism” in the 1960s we can understand the new
foundation of what would later become data journalism. These ruptures led to a more
quantitatively oriented journalism, focusing on structures rather than just on episodic
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events, took place in the 1960s and 1970s and not only after the technological innovations
of the Web in the early 1990s (Anderson, 2015).

Early research into data-driven journalism revolved around questions regarding the
transformation of the journalistic profession, organizational changes, as well as the
specific skills data journalists have compared to other journalists working in the same
newsroom (Ausserhofer et al., 2020). But only with the rise of data journalism as a “new”
genre (Lewis, 2015: p. 322-323), data also became more present in journalism
scholarship. This contributed - together with the rapid technological developments in the
newsrooms - to the proliferation of different labels, ranging from “data-driven journalism”

(Parasie and Dagiral, 2013), “interactive journalism” (Usher, 2016), to “big data jour-
nalism” (Tandoc and Oh, 2017). Of particular importance for the European perspective
was the adoption of “data journalism” as a new beat by The Guardian in 2011 through a
defining article written by Simon Rogers (2011), which entailed the adoption of the
expression both in Europe and in the U.S. (Gynnild, 2014). Additionally, in 2017 the
European Data Journalism Network (EDJNet), a network of media organizations across
Europe promoting data journalism on European issues, was founded. These events
launched an initial spark of specifically European research into the topic of datafication.
Before that, research on data in journalism was scattered. McNair (1994) for instance
looked into the supply of information through journalism and raw data while talking about
the British media system. In 2007, MacGregor published an article about the use of
metrics and the way online journalists reacted to new ways of gaining knowledge about
their audiences in some European news organizations. But only with the increasing
scholarly investigations into data journalism the specific European context of datafied
journalism became more visible. Ausserhofer et al. (2020) showed that only from 2010 on
there was an increase in research on data and journalism, although CAR existed since the
1960s. Surprisingly, most authors originated from Europe, with investigations into data-
intensive newswork in several countries such as e.g. Norway (Karlsen and Stavelin,
2014), the UK (Hannaford, 2015), Sweden (Appelgren and Nygren, 2014), Germany
(Weinacht and Spiller, 2014), and Belgium (De Maeyer et al., 2015).

A few scholars have engaged in clarifying various typologies of quantitative forms of
journalism (Coddington, 2015; Gynnild, 2014; Splendore, 2016; Usher, 2016). Overall,
three forms emerge from the academic literature: data journalism, computational jour-
nalism, and automated journalism. Data journalism can be regarded as “a form of sto-
rytelling where traditional journalistic working methods are mixed with data analysis,
programming, and visualization techniques” (Splendore, 2016).

Compared to data journalism, computational journalism encompasses “finding, telling,
and disseminating news stories with, by, or about algorithms” (Diakopoulos and Koliska,
2017: p. 810). Computational journalism has a shorter history, but its scope broadened
considerably over the last years (Coddington, 2018; Flew et al., 2012; Thurman, 2019).
Early publications concentrated on the differentiation between CAR and computational
journalism. In 2011, Diakopoulos wrote that computational journalism was inclusive of
CAR, but differed in terms of its processing capabilities. Coddington (2015, p. 336)
instead argued that “computational journalism goes beyond CAR in its focus on the
processing capabilities of computing, particularly aggregating, automating, and
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abstracting information”. Yet, defining computational journalism as the application of
technology to journalism does not suffice if one wants to understand the changing re-
lationship between journalism practice, data, and algorithms. According to Caswell
(2019, p. 1137), who works for the BBC, computational journalism is “a practice in which
journalistic knowledge is represented computationally, as structured data, during re-
porting, analysis, distribution or consumption. (…) In this view, therefore, computational
journalism is fundamentally an interpretation of the nature of journalistic knowledge and
its representation.” Computational journalism has thus moved away from the notion of
simply using more powerful machines in news work and instead denotes the broad and
pervasive application of algorithms in all stages of the news cycle.

The last typology, automated journalism, is originally “conceptualized as algorithmic
processes that convert data into narrative news texts with limited to no human intervention
beyond the initial programming” (Carlson, 2015: p. 417). Today, however, automated
journalism largely describes the autonomous gathering, production, and distribution of
news (Danzon-Chambaud, 2021), and has therefore replaced computational journalism as
a typology. As algorithms - not only computers - are becoming more pervasive, even if
mostly in larger news organizations, they “influence, to some extent, nearly every aspect
of journalism” (Zamith, 2019). Automation is being used from news gathering (Thurman
et al. 2017), to news production (Carlson, 2015, 2018; Diakopoulos, 2019; Dörr, 2016),
distribution (Ford and Hutchinson 2019), and personalization (Thurman 2019b).

From data to algorithms and automation

Towards the end of the 2010s, the news media industry became interested in artificial
intelligence (AI) since the technologiy promised to make news work more efficient, more
relevant to users, and less expensive (Beckett, 2019). The hype around AI was also fueled
by the promotion of the technology from Silicon Valley, “which often tends to reinforce
tendencies whereby managers follow trends or industry hype (Simon, 2022). This shows
yet another element of the datafication process of journalism: it is also about journalism’s
own fixation on data that fosters the use as well as the implementation of algorithms and
AI technology in news work. As Meier et al. (2022) demonstrate, many of the most
important journalistic innovations in the last decade in five European countries (Austria,
Germany, Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom) are linked to data. Among the top
10 spots of innovations in all analyzed countries the researchers identified innovations
such as data journalism (the top-ranked innovation), collaborative investigative jour-
nalism (ranked 2nd), user data to foster engagement (ranked 3rd), and automation
(ranked 7th).

Like any other technological innovation, algorithms not only support journalists in
their everyday work, but they impact the nature, role and workflows of journalism
(Thurman et al., 2017, 2019) and contribute to “make journalism in newways, by creating
new genres, practices, and understandings of what news and news work is, and what they
ought to be” (Bucher, 2018: p. 132). In fact, the ubiquity of automated processes exerts a
transformational role on the autonomy of journalists (Van Dalen, 2012), as “the machine
is able to work automatically after initial programming to make its own selections of what
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content to pull, what figures to populate news stories with, what templates to use, and what
content to publish. The human merely plays a ‘checking’ role here” (Wu et al., 2019:
p. 1453). Algorithms are therefore increasingly determining editorial decisions, putting
journalism’s professional identity in flux, particularly with regard to the question of
whether humans remain “in the loop” (Schapals and Porlezza, 2020). However, they
entail specific challenges in terms of epistemological claims (Anderson and De Maeyer,
2015) and ethical issues (Lewis and Westlund, 2015).

The increasing interwovenness of humans and machines promise a “hybrid state” of
machines and humans collaborating (Milosavljević and Vobič, 2019), a combination that
will ultimately lead to what Diakopoulos calls “hybrid journalism” (2019, p. 34).
However, it is all but clear “how humans and algorithms [should] be blended together in
order to efficiently and effectively produce news information” (Diakopoulos, 2019: p. 8).
To make things more complex, automation entails several challenges, not only when it
comes to the design of the relation between human judgment and automation (Gutierrez
Lopez et al., 2023, Gutierrez-Lopez et al., 2019), but in particular in relation to journalistic
values and professional ethics in order to ensure an accountable use of algorithms, in
particular because “algorithms are judged, made sense of and explained with reference to
existing journalistic values and professional ethics” (Bucher, 2018: p. 129). Not only do
algorithms raise ethical issues regarding the objectivity of their output (Steensen, 2019),
but also regarding professional journalistic values such as transparency, accountability
and responsibility (Porlezza, 2020; Komatsu et al., 2020, p. 3; Dörr and Hollnbuchner,
2017). As a consequence, the introduction of algorithms and automation has often been
met with skepticism due to concerns that machines will not be able to act in accordance
with journalism ethics (Culver, 2016).

Transparency in particular is a timely issue that is discussed both in scholarly work
(Ananny, 2016) and in policy debates.1 While data journalists cater to norms such as
transparency and open-source philosophy (Porlezza, 2019), advocating openness that
allows users to access and verify data, this is hardly possible in relation to algorithms.
While calls for transparency are often voiced, Ananny and Crawford (2018) demonstrated
that the concept is difficult to implement in the field of algorithms due to the complexities
related to input-output data, machine learning models, and user interfaces. There are
cases, where the code and additional information are made public on GitHub, for instance
in the form of readme files that include the specific goal, usage, useful links and other
relevant data (Stark and Diakopoulos, 2016).

At the same time, there are several obstacles that make media organizations hesitant
about disclosure and amore accountable stance in relation to algorithms. Diakopoulos and
Koliska (2017) demonstrate that media companies are afraid of losing competitive ad-
vantage by disclosing the code of an algorithm.

Similarly, algorithms pose specific challenges regarding accountability: not only are
there risks of biases (Friedman and Nissenbaum, 1996) that can impact data analysis and
therefore also news reporting (Gillespie, 2014), but the issue also concerns the way to
handle these risks in terms of responsibility. Accountability needs to be implemented at
the design level, where processes need to “adjudicate and facilitate the correction of false
positives” (Diakopoulos, 2016, p. 58). This also entails transparency as a complementary
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principle, allowing users to understand how systems works, and to correct inaccurate data
(Diakopoulos, 2016). Even more so as ethical concerns regarding the use of data and
algorithms still play a minor role in the news industry, which is also reflected in the
inconsistent byline and disclosure policies of news organizations in relation to automated
journalism (Montal and Reich, 2017). A responsible approach to the use of algorithmic
systems in journalism also comes with a particular AI governance that includes specific
checks and balances from the design to the implementation of automated systems
(Porlezza, 2023). Taken all this together it becomes difficult to establish an algorithmic
accountability that can be evaluated against professional ethical values. The question now
is, how is the journalistic profession, that is European institutions of media (self-)reg-
ulation, trying to deal with ethical issues regarding the use of data and algorithms in
journalism in three areas: accountability, transparency, and privacy?

Data, algorithms, and self-regulation

A previous study (Porlezza and Eberwein, 2022) indicate that institutions of media self-
regulation like press councils are not entirely ill-prepared to tackle ethical issues related to
digital journalism because ethical codes and guidelines can be applied to the digital field
as well. However, most press councils applied a wait and see attitude which reflected in
the fact that very few digital-specific regulations were included in the codes: “Albeit the
efforts of some stakeholders prove that professional journalistic ethics are in the middle of
a process of transformation in the digital age, conclusive sets of guidelines are anything
but complete” (Porlezza and Eberwein, 2022: p. 357).

Haapanen (2022) has recently carried out an investigation into European press councils
and automation and his findings confirm previous results: press councils are currently
waiting and watching. The main reason for their hesitancy can be found in the fact that
both news automation and news personalization are still considered to be in their infancy
in most media markets - even if automation processes have already become a well-
established field within larger news media organizations, particularly in public service
media. The AI and Data Group as well as the AI Knowledge Hub at the European
Broadcasting Union EBU speak a different language as they represent central topics and
areas of innovation. Even if the applications might seem modest, algorithms and au-
tomation require data, which is especially true for machine learning. Besides, the fact that
current studies confirm a disinterest among large media players for ethical issues
(Porlezza and Ferri, 2022), combined with concerns for data, privacy, and transparency
should convince self-regulators to become more active in the field.

An exploratory study into codes of ethics

In order to further substantiate the two previous studies, the author carried out an ex-
ploratory study into 17 code of ethics of 15 European countries. The analysis was carried
out through a document analysis (Prior, 2003) of freely accessible professional codes of
ethics2 in journalism in English, French, Italian or German. In a first desk research, all the
relevant documents for the study, that is the code of ethics, were searched, identified, and
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selected grounded on a qualitative assessment of the topical reference to ethical guidelines
as well as the role of the institution that published the codes of ethics or guidelines.
Secondly, the document analysis was combined with a text-mining-approach (Ignatow
andMihalcea, 2018). By using Adobe’s Advanced Research, all the documents have been
analyzed with the following objective: first, to identify the presence of the four terms
“data”, “algorithm”, “automation”, or “artificial intelligence” in the documents. These
keywords allowed to identify the relevant paragraphs, rules, or principles within the
documents. Secondly, in the case of the identification of any of the four terms in the
documents, the author analyzed the way in which the terms are understood in relation to
ethical considerations. While the first part produced a quantitative data output that offers
insights about how often data-related terms are mentioned in the documents, the second
part of the text-mining allowed for a closer qualitative analysis by isolating relevant
paragraphs to see what kind of topic the identified elements are about. The analysis builds
on previous empirical findings (Porlezza, 2023; Haapanen, 2022) and offers therefore a
critical reflection on how ethical issues regarding algorithms and automation are currently
tackled (or not) at the professional self-regulatory level.

Haapanen’s findings are largely confirmed: when it comes to data, the analyzed code of
ethics most often refer to issues of data protection and privacy. For example, the German
Press Code refers 24 times to data, and the Preamble states that “The regulations per-
taining to editorial data protection apply to the Press in gathering, processing or using
information about persons for journalistic-editorial purposes. From research to editing,
publishing, documenting and storing these data, the Press must respect people‘s privacy
and right to self-determination on information about them. All person-related data
gathered, processed and used for journalistic-editorial purposes are subject to editorial
secrecy.” However, the code does not mention digital data specifically, and the same goes
for most other codes. In the case of the Swiss Press Council, data are mentioned right at
the beginning, but on a more general basis referring to the search for truth, which “is at the
heart of the act of informing. It presumes taking account of available and accessible data,
respect for the integrity of documents (text, recording, image), verification and rectifi-
cation.” Once again, digital data are not mentioned specifically. If digital (or online) data
are nominated, only a few press councils like the Catalan one refer to the right to be
forgotten: “In the case that they ask for erasure of the data, the requirement should
reconcile the public interest with the individual rights.”

The Finnish Council for Mass Media is currently one among a few press/media
councils that has elaborated a specific statement on news automation and personalization.3

In 2019, it issued a “Statement on marking news automation and personalization” in
which the Finnish Council defined the use of algorithms and automation in relation to
journalistic work, but also to define a responsible and transparent use of the technology
with respect to the public. The statement focuses on two elements: first, the editorial office
should retain the journalistic decision-making power. This strong emphasis not to re-
linquish decision-making either to a machine or to technologists is in line with research
findings that show how journalists, even if they are upbeat about the technology, are quite
adamant about carefully automating selected journalistic tasks with tools they feel
comfortable about (Gutierrez Lopez et al., 2023). It is ultimately the editor in chief’s
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responsibility to ensure that the algorithm adheres to journalistic standards regarding its
content production. This means that the members of the media outlet need to have
sufficient knowledge and “understanding of the effect of algorithmic tools on content. For
example, if a media outlet purchases a tool developed externally, the outlet must examine
and approve of its central operational principles and be able to react, should problems
arise”.4 This also means that external developers must apply a value-sensitive design
strategy, adhering to journalistic guidelines in terms of the output.

Along the lines of Montal and Reich (2017) in terms of byline disclosure, the Finnish
Council also states that the public has the right to know about automation and per-
sonalization. This request of transparency towards the public is also grounded on its
inability to distinguish between content produced by humans and algorithms (Graefe and
Bohlken, 2020). On the same grounds, the Finnish Council also asks news organizations
to disclose the use of personalization technology, should the targeted content represent a
significant amount of what is offered. However, personalization not only includes ethical
issues about transparency, but also regarding accountability because it raises concerns in
relation to nudging and filter bubbles. While pushing users into a specific direction
through personalized content can improve the diversity of the content to which they are
exposed, the filtering of certain content can have detrimental effects to participatory
democracy - although sometimes filter-bubbles can also be constructive if they “act as
incubators of constructive speech, allowing the more marginalized voices in society to
join forces and pluck up the courage to speak out (Helberger, 2019: p. 1004). Privacy, on
the other hand, is not mentioned at all as an ethical issue of algorithmic journalism.

Overall, current codes of ethics do not offer any guidance on how data, algorithms,
automation, and AI should be used in a transparent, accountable and responsible way. The
main reason for that can be traced back to the idea that ethical principles should be
applicable to different fields, independently of their actual context. An example of that can
be found, once more, in the Declaration of Principles of Professional Journalists in
Catalonia:

“The CIC recommends the media to act with special responsibility and exactitude in the case
of information or opinions with contents that could provoke discrimination for reasons of
gender, ethnicity, belief or social or cultural background; they should avoid in any case the
generalizations and the labelling of people because of differential features, whether ethnic,
religious, economic or social.”

In this paragraph, all the risks that could stem from the use of automation are included:
the fact that news media need to act with special responsibility when it comes to issues of
bias and discrimination - challenges that are ubiquitous in the case of algorithmic
journalism. But they are not mentioned in relation to algorithmic journalism, because the
way they are stated, they can be applied to different areas, from data journalism, to issues
of inclusivity in journalistic reporting, to generative AI in the automatic text-production.
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Concluding remarks

This contribution has analyzed the datafication of journalism from a historical per-
spective. The article showed that the process of datafication in journalism cannot be
observed and analyzed in isolation, but needs to take into account the broader context of
society. In addition, datafication encompasses a reflexivity between data-driven societal
transformation processes and what happens in journalism. In this sense, the algorithmic
turn in journalism involves the growing use of data, algorithms, and machine learning in
order to analyze the datafication of society. On top of that, there is another reflexive layer
due to the fact that the datafication process in journalism re-enforces itself due to the
centrality of data: This shows yet another element of the datafication process of journalism
when it comes to innovation processes: journalism innovation is largely by data-driven,
which in turn fosters the use as well as the impact of data on news work and journalists.
The effects of the development can be seen in many different areas within journalism,
from changing journalistic role perceptions, identities, to the way humans have to interact
and collaborate with machines, or to matters of journalistic autonomy and authority.
Hence, to answer RQ1, datafication has become a corner stone of journalistic practice and
knowledge production. However, we need to be careful not to overestimate the impact of
news automation: fully operational automation of news production is still relatively rare,
and human oversight is oftentimes necessary due to fuzzy datasets or unexpected events
that the algorithm is unable to elaborate. As Haapanen (2022, p. 9) states, there is “no need
to see monsters where they do not exist.” On the contrary, algorithms are often beneficial
to journalism because they do help journalists in their investigations, for instance when it
comes to the analysis of large data-dumps or leaks.

At the same time, as algorithmic journalism has become a defining feature of news
work, ethical (and legal) issues with regard to transparency and accountability are be-
coming pressing concerns: who takes responsibility for automated journalism? How can
we make automated journalism more transparent? How can we make sure that the
(personal) data algorithms use are in line with current privacy and data protection laws?
News organizations are just starting to be concerned with ethical issues raised by au-
tomation (Porlezza and Ferri, 2022). Although some news organizations have com-
menced to come up with specific guidelines, many news outlets face specific challenges in
defining checks and balances that should ensure a responsible use of AI systems. On top
of that, institutions of journalistic self-regulations do not tackle issues related to algo-
rithms in their guidelines (yet), because most institutions either wait and observe, or prefer
to develop principles that can be applied to a wide range of issues, not specifically to AI
and automation.

To answer RQ2, press councils all over Europe (except for Finland) are hesitant to
regulate the use of data in algorithmic journalism. But while press councils adopt a “wait
and see” strategy because they perceive news automations as a marginal phenomenon,
other institutions have launched full-fledged investigations: both the European Union (AI
Act) and the Council of Europe (Guidelines on the responsible use of digital tools in-
cluding artificial intelligence in journalism) are currently working on the topic. If press
councils do not want to regulate, others will. In other words: news organizations might be
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forced to make decisions on the grounds of regulatory frameworks that are not primarily
intended for journalism. The European Broadcasting Union EBU has already criticized
that the risk-based approach taken by the European Commission could threaten the
legitimate use of AI systems in the media sector.5 Hence, the extent to which the use and
implementation of data-driven algorithms and automation in journalism becomes even
more prominent, a timely discussion of the many ethical issues related to data, privacy,
transparency and accountability is necessary and pressing.
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Notes

1. Besides the current discussion revolving around the European Union’s AI Act, see for instance
also the work of the Committee of Experts on Freedom of Expression and Digital Technologies
with the Council of Europe, or more in general the works of the Council of Europe’s Committee
on Artificial Intelligence.

2. The analysis included the following codes of ethics: the Ehrenkodex for the Austrian Press, the
Code of Practice of the Belgian Raad voor de Journalistiek, the Press Ethical Rules of the Danish
Press Council, the Code of Ethics for the Estonian Press, the Finnish Guidelines for Journalists,
the French Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Journalists, the German Press Code, the
Italian Testo unico dei doveri del giornalista, the Guidelines of the Dutch Raad voor de
Journalistiek, the Polish Media Ethics Charter, the Code of Practice of the Press Council
of Ireland, theCode of Ethics of the Norwegian Press, theCódigo Deontológico of the Federation
of the Press Associations of Spain as well as the Code of Ethics of the Information Council of
Catalonia (ICC), the Swiss Declaration of the Duties and Rights of a Journalist and the related
Directives, the Standards by Impress (UK) as well as the Editors’ Code of Practice by the
Independent Press Standards Organization (IPSO, UK). Only those institutions have been
selected that are responsible for the self-regulation of the media or the press.

3. Since January 1, 2019, the Swiss Press Council’s jurisdiction also explicitly covers content that
has been produced exclusively or with the help of AI. But there are no specific statements or
codes that regulate automated news content. However, one of its three Chambers now looks
closely into the issue of how to tackle AI. In addition, the Catalan Press Council has also drawn
up a series of recommendations for endowing AI with journalistic values (see Ventura Pocino,
2021)
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4. “Statement on Marking News Automation and Personalization” https://jsn.fi/en/lausuma/
statement-on-marking-news-automation-and-personalization-2019/

5. “AI Act: high-risk AI systems need more nuance” https://www.ebu.ch/news/2022/09/ai-act-
high-risk-ai-systems-need-more-nuance
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